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Abstract: Condition monitoring consists of selecting a measurable parameter on the machines which
will change as the health or condition of a machine or other production asset deteriorates. We then
regularly monitor that parameter, and look for this change. Once that change is detected we can make
a more detailed analysis of the measurements to determine what the problem is, can hence arrive at
a diagnosis of the problem. There are a large number of techniques in condition monitoring, though
vibration analysis is considered the most widely used in general, due to its high capacity of diagnosis.
In this paper experiment of performance of vibration base maintenance in Pars Neopan Company is
presented to improve the diagnosis of certain critical equipment and improve of reliability.
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INTRODUCTION

In today’s industries, as the market competition becomes more drastic, the traditional seller market, which
mainly delivers products, has been transformed to buyer market. Customers not only require quality product
but also focus on product delivery, cost of product and after service. In order to sustain their manufacturing
productivity and customer satisfaction at the highest possible level, maintenance strategies have been widely
used to decrease the downtime, the needless repair work and increase both quality and productivity.
Maintenance costs are a major part of the total operating costs of all manufacturing and production plants,
which can make or break a business. Depending on the specific industry, maintenance costs can represent from
15% to 40% of the costs of goods produced (Mobley, 1990). In fact, these costs are associated with
maintenance labor and materials and are likely to go even higher in the future with the addition of factory
automation through the development of new technologies. According to a study conducted by Wireman (1990),
the estimated cost of maintenance for a selected group of companies increased from$200 billion in 1979 to
$600 billion in 1989. The importance of maintenance function has increased due to its role in keeping and
improving availability, product quality, safety requirements, and plant cost effectiveness levels as maintenance
costs constitute an important part of the operating budget of manufacturing firms Najjar and Alsyouf, (2003).

2. Development of maintenance philosophies:
Maintenance management techniques have been through major process of metamorphosis over recent years.

Today, the maintenance progress has been provoked by the increase in complexity in manufacturing processes
and variety of products, growing awareness of the impact of maintenance on the environment and safety of
personnel, the profitability of the business and quality of products Khan and Haddara, (2003). There is a
paradigm shift in implementing maintenance strategies like condition based maintenance (CBM) and reliability-
centered maintenance (RCM). Then the risk-based maintenance (RBM) has been emphasized. The development
of maintenance philosophies is shown in Fig. 1 (Cooke, 2003; Moubray, 1990 revisited). Fig. 1 reveals that
maintenance policies are evolved over time and can be categorized as first, second, third and recent
generations.

2.1. First generation:
First generation typically belongs to the time before the World War II. Industries were not very highly

mechanized. Equipment were simple and redesigned which made them reliable and easy to repair. Machines
were operated until they broke down and there were no way to predict failures. The typical maintenance
practices were (i) basic and routine maintenance, (ii) reactive breakdown service (fix it when it broke) and (iii)
corrective maintenance (Cooke, 2003; Moubray, 1990).
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2.2. Second generation:
Second generation belongs to the time period in between the Second World War and the late 1970s.

Industries become more complex with great dependency on machines. Maintenance cost became higher than
other relative operating cost. The maintenance policies adopted were (i) planned preventive maintenance, (ii)
time based maintenance and (iii) system for planning and controlling work. However, this generation was
criticized for imposing quite often unnecessary treatments, which disrupted normal operations, and also induced
malfunctions due to missed operations Khan and Haddara, (2004).

2.3. Third generation:
The maintenance strategies within 1980 and 2000 are termed as third generation policies. This generation

was typically characterized by (i) continued growth in plant complexity, (ii) accelerating use of automation,
(iii) just in time production system, (iv) rising demand for standard of product and service quality and (v) more
tight legislation on service quality (Cooke, 2003). Condition based maintenance (CBM), reliability centered
maintenance (RCM), and computer aided maintenance management were adopted for maintenance during this
period (see Fig. 1, for more details).

2.4. Recent generation:
In 1990s, risk-based inspection and maintenance methodologies started to emerge and gain popularity

beyond 2000. This generation is highly characterized by the inception of risk-based inspection and maintenance
in addition to RCM and CBM. Up till 2000, maintenance and safety were treated as separate and independent
activities Raouf, (2004). Several authors suggested that an integrated approach incorporating maintenance and
safety is the appropriate mean for optimizing plant capacity, as safety and maintenance are not mutually
exclusive functions. The overall objective of the maintenance process is to increase the profitability of the
operation and optimize the total life cycle cost without compromising safety or environmental issues. Inspection
and maintenance planning based on risk analysis minimizes the probability of system failure and its
consequences. It helps management in making correct decisions concerning investment in maintenance and
related fields.

Fig. 1: Development of maintenance philosophies (Raouf, 2004; Najjar and Alsyouf, 2003; Khan and Haddara,
2003; 2004; Cooke, 2004 revisited).

3. Methodology:
Vibration monitoring:

Because most plants consist of electromechanical systems, vibration monitoring is the primary predictive
maintenance tool. Over the past 10 years, most of these programs have adopted the use of microprocessor-
based, single-channel data collectors and Windows®-based software to acquire, manage, trend, and evaluate
the vibration energy created by these electromechanical systems. Although this approach is a valuable
predictive maintenance methodology, these systems’ limitations may restrict potential benefits.

All mechanical equipment in motion generates a vibration profile, or signature, that reflects its operating
condition. This is true regardless of speed or whether the mode of operation is rotation, reciprocation, or linear
motion. Vibration analysis is applicable to all mechanical equipment, although a common yet invalid
assumption is that it is limited to simple rotating machinery with running speeds above 600 revolutions per
minute (rpm). Vibration-profile analysis is a useful tool for predictive maintenance, diagnostics, and many other 
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uses. Predictive maintenance has become synonymous with monitoring vibration characteristics of rotating
machinery to detect budding problems and to head off catastrophic failure; however, vibration analysis does
not provide the data required for analyzing electrical equipment, areas of heat loss, the condition of lubricating
oil, or other parameters typically evaluated in a maintenance management program. Therefore, a total plant
predictive maintenance program must include several techniques, each designed to provide specific information
on plant equipment.

The use of vibration analysis is not restricted to predictive maintenance. This technique is useful for
diagnostic applications as well. Vibration monitoring and analysis are the primary diagnostic tools for most
mechanical systems that are used to manufacture products. When used properly, vibration data provide the
means to maintain optimum operating conditions and efficiency of critical plant systems. Vibration analysis
can be used to evaluate fluid flow through pipes or vessels, to detect leaks, and to perform a variety of
nondestructive testing functions that improve the reliability and performance of critical plant systems. 

The fact that vibration profiles can be obtained for all machinery having rotating or moving elements
allows vibration-based analysis techniques to be used for predictive maintenance. Vibration analysis is one of
several predictive maintenance techniques used to monitor and analyze critical machines, equipment, and
systems in a typical plant. As indicated before, however, the use of vibration analysis to monitor rotating
machinery to detect budding problems and to head off catastrophic failure is the dominant technique used with
maintenance management programs.

All machinery with moving parts generates mechanical forces during normal operation. As the mechanical
condition of the machine changes because of wear, changes in the operating environment, load variations, and
so on, so do these forces. Understanding machinery dynamics and how forces create unique vibration frequency
components is the key to understanding vibration sources. Vibration does not just happen. There is a physical
cause, referred to as a forcing function, and each component of a vibration signature has its own forcing
function. The components that make up a signature are reflected as discrete peaks in the FFT or frequency-
domain plot. The vibration profile that results from motion is the result of a force imbalance. By definition,
balance occurs in moving systems when all forces generated by, and acting on, the achine are in a state of
equilibrium. In real-world applications, however, there is always some level of imbalance, and all machines
vibrate to some extent. This section discusses the more common sources of vibration for rotating machinery,
as well as for machinery undergoing reciprocating and/or linear motion.

4. Case study:
In this section, we compare the results of vibration monitoring in Pars Neopan co. this company had a

treaty with Behaves engineering plant for doing the vibration test and analyze the consequences. Pars Neopan
company was established in 1997.This factory have two separate unit: MDF production and Neopan production.
Neopan unit evolve 2 production lines, 2 laminate lines and 2 sanding lines. All of these line are continues
so maintenance has a most important roll here.

The results of the test were considered and necessary reformation that lead to improve, were done.

Table 1: illustrate that what changes occur when we do some maintenance process.
Machine name Old status / date What we did New status /date

1 chipper Good(acceptable for long time )/ •Dram adjustment and balance Very good/ period6
period4 Rough / period5 •Bearing replacement

2 First flacker(pz12) Good(acceptable for long time )/ period1 •Adabtor (AH × 315)replacement Very good/ period2
•Beraing (NJ 315) replacement
•Reparation of bearing seat

3 Third flacker (pz12) Good(acceptable for long time )/ period1 •Bearing (k22316 , Nu1024 , 23228, Very good/ period3
NG315) replacement
•Adabtor (km222)replacement
•Belt (A3) replacement
•Lubrication

4 The fan of dryer Good(acceptable for long time )/ period4 •Prevent of contact of shaft Very good/ period5
with the dram trunk
•Bearing service
•Tighten of all screws of bearings
and adabtors
•Rough / period3

5 Steinemann(P40) Rough / period3 •Seals and bearings replacement Very good/ period4
•Bearing replacement of tention roll
•Adjustment

6 Steinemann(P60) Good(acceptable for long time )/ period1 •Gearboxes reparation Very good/ period2
•Seals replacement
•Replacing of the shaft of
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Table 1 balancing frame Vibration status can be displayed graphically as diagrams. Status is plotted on the
vertical and period of testing on the horizontal, or X-axis. As the ISO 10816-3 standard, four zones were
defined for the machines status. (Table 2)

Table 2: These diagrams are useful tools for determine the effect of maintenance performance on vibration status of machines.
Zone status
A very good
B Good(acceptable for long time)
C Rough
D Dangerous

For example; as shown in diagram 4, in period 1 the machine was in good status but because of no
attention to maintenance status become worth. So in period 2, it was in rough status. This trend was continued.
But after period 3, some reparation was done and, and machine become better. The reformation was continued
until the machine status was reached at very good status.

Predictive maintenance has become synonymous with monitoring vibration characteristics of machines,
equipment and systems to detect problems and head off catastrophic failure. When these techniques used
properly, vibration data provide the means to maintain optimum operating conditions and efficiency of critical
plant systems. Therefore, it is important that source of all vibration be clearly understood.

Table 3:
status Machine old new

MTBF(day) MTTR(hours) MTBF(day) MTTR(hours)
chipper 23 6 35 5
First flacker(pz12) 25 7 40 7
Third flacker (pz12) 20 4 31 3.5
The fan of dryer 29 8 57 7
Steinemann(P40) 20 3 32 3
Steinemann(P60) 27 3.5 32 3Table3

For survey of improvement of reliability implement two index of reliability:
MTBF: mean time to failure and MTTR: mean time to repair. In table (3) the results obtained from new

and old MTBF and MTTR calculation for 6 important machine been compared. Which according to the results
of these can be inferred that there is significant difference between two status.

In table (4) the mean of old MTBF is 37.8333 and the mean of new MTBF is 24.0000 and the mean of
old MTTR and new MTTR is 5.2500 and 4.7500 consecutively.

For exact statistical analysis, SPSS16 software was used and was calculated Independent Sample T Test,
shown in table (5). As it is clear based on table(5), that significance value is 0.147 that means, equal variances
assumed and through examine we can consider that the significance value in first row i.e. .010 that shows the
two means of old MTBF and new MTBF are not equal. In the same way the significance value of old MTTR
and new MTTR is 0.669 that shows the two means of old MTTR and new MTTR are equal.

Table 4: Group Statistics
status N Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean

MTBF old 6 37.8333 9.94820 4.06134
new 6 24.0000 3.68782 1.50555

MTTR old 6 5.2500 2.04328 .83417
new 6 4.7500 1.89077 .77190

Table 5:
Levene's Test t-test for Equality of Means
for Equality
of Variances
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
F Sig. t df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Difference Std. Error Difference 95% Confidence Interval

 of the Difference
-----------------------------------
Lower upper

Old MTBF Equal variances 2.648 .147 -3.194 10 .010 -13.83 4.33 -23.48 -4.18
and new dMTBF not assumed

Equal variances assumed -3.194 6.349 .017 -13.83 4.33 -24.29 -3.37
Old MTTRand new MTTR Equal variances assumed .158 .701 .440 10 .669 .500 1.136 -2.032 3.032

Equal variances not assumed .440 9.94 .669 .500 1.136 -2.034 3.34
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Conclusions:
In order to the results of above case study it can be understood, the vibration in machines is started from

low range but without any attention, it become worth and reach to great vibration. It must be completely
realized that "vibration does not just happen. There are physical causes for it."Naturally, any increasing of
detect lead to improper application and short life.

So, it is very important to detect little failures .no attend to this failures caused to enormous cost of
reformation. This trend obviously shown in diagrams.

This study is one of the empirically demonstrate the importance of vibration base maintenance in
manufacturing .the findings from these analyses demonstrate the importance of implementing the techniques
belonging to predictive maintenance. And the index of reliability MTBF showed the effect of VBM. 
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